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Abstract (en)
The present invention relates to a leak-safe water tap system to be arranged through a wall of a building, comprising a connection box being
configured to connect a water supply with a first pipe, the first pipe having a first end being configured to be fluidly connected with the water supply
via the connection box and a second end being configured to be connected with a tap, the first pipe having an extension extending between the first
end and the second end, a part of the extension of the first pipe is arranged within the wall, the first pipe having an outer diameter, wherein the leak-
safe water tap system comprises a second pipe, the second pipe has an inner diameter being larger than the outer diameter of the first pipe, the
second pipe has a first pipe end being in a leak-tight manner connected with the connection box, the second pipe having a pipe extension extending
from the first pipe end towards a second pipe end, wherein the second pipe circumferences the first pipe at least along the part of the extension
arranged within the wall for ensuring that any leak of water will not leak into the wall.
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